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We prove some global Morrey regularity results for almost mini-
mizers of functionals of the form
u →
∫
Ω
f (x,∇u)dx.
This regularity is valid up to the boundary, provided the boundary
data is suﬃciently regular. The main assumption on f is that
for each x, the function f (x, ·) behaves asymptotically like a
convex function with (p,q) growth. Some discontinuous behavior
in the ﬁrst argument is allowed. As a main application, we
establish analogous regularity results for a broad class of systems
of nonhomogeneous partial differential equations.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we will prove that almost minimizers for functionals of the form
u →
∫
Ω
f (x,∇u)dx (1)
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global in nature, and are valid up to the boundary of the domain Ω , if the boundary and boundary
conditions are smooth enough. The primary assumption on f is that for each x, the function f (x, ·)
behaves asymptotically like a convex, radial function g with (p,q) growth. We impose no continuity
on f (·, F ) when |F | is small, and some discontinuity is allowed even when |F | is large. Using this
result, we then establish analogous Sobolev–Morrey regularity results for weak solutions to systems
of partial differential equations with the form div[A(x,∇u)] = h(x,∇u). In addition to some growth
assumptions, we suppose that F → A(x, F ) behaves asymptotically like F → ∂
∂ F g(x, F ), where g pos-
sesses the properties described above.
The integrands for the functionals we consider behave asymptotically like a function with (p,q)-
structure (Deﬁnition 2.6). By way of example, for ﬁxed 1 < p  q, deﬁne the function g : [0,∞) →
[0,∞) by
g(t) :=
{
t p if 0 t  t0,
t
p+q
2 + p−q2 sin log log log t if t > t0,
(2)
where t0 > 0 is chosen so that sin log log log t0 = 1 (this function was ﬁrst given as an example in [3]).
By a direct computation, one can show that it is possible to choose t0 large enough so that g is
convex and has (p,q)-structure for some p and q satisfying 1 < p < p  q < q. It is clear that g(t)
oscillates between t p and tq , and therefore does not lend itself to the setting of natural growth (i.e.
where the upper and lower growth exponents are equal).
Let us say that a function f :Ω × RN×n → R∗ := R ∪ {+∞} is asymptotically convex if there is a
function g with (p,q)-structure such that for every ε > 0 and x ∈ Ω , there is a σε(x) so that∣∣ f (x, F ) − g(|F |)∣∣< εg(|F |),
whenever |F | > σε(x). We note here that it is possible that f , though asymptotically convex, is nev-
ertheless not even locally convex at any single point. For example, if we take g as deﬁned in (2) and
deﬁne f :RN×n → R by f (F ) := g(|F |) − |F |χQ(|F |), it is clear that f is nowhere locally convex, yet
it is not diﬃcult to verify that f is asymptotically convex with σε = ε−1/(p−1) .
Our main result is stated in Section 6. It is variational in nature but suﬃciently general to provide
signiﬁcant results in the context of systems of partial differential equations. The following theorem is
a simpliﬁed version of this result.
Theorem 1.1. Let n  2, Ω ⊂ Rn be open and bounded, and 0  κ < n. Suppose that the function f :Ω ×
R
N×n → R∗ satisﬁes the following:
(i) There are numbers 1 < p  q and a function g with (p,q)-structure such that for every ε > 0, there is a
σε ∈ Lq,κ (Ω) so that ∣∣ f (x, F ) − g(|F |)∣∣< εg(|F |)
for all x ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n satisfying |F | > σε(x).
(ii) There is a constant L  1 and a function α ∈ L1,κ (Ω) such that
∣∣ f (x, F )∣∣ L|F |q + α(x)
for every x ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n.
Deﬁne the functional K :W 1,1(Ω;RN ) → R∗ by K (w) := ∫
Ω
f (x,∇w)dx. Then the following hold:
(I) If u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω;RN ) is a local minimizer for K , i.e. K (u)  K (u + ϕ) for every ϕ ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) with
supp(ϕ)Ω , then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (Ω;RN ).
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minimizer for K over u + W 1,10 (Ω;RN ), then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ).
The result in Section 6 is actually established for a very general class of almost minimizers. It
turns out that weak solutions to certain systems of partial differential equations can be shown to be
almost minimizers, in our generalized sense, for associated integral functionals. This leads to our main
regularity result for solutions to systems of PDEs. Again we state a simpliﬁed version; the full result
is provided in Section 7.
Theorem 1.2. Let n  2 and 0  κ < n. Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rn is open, bounded, and has C1 boundary. Let
g : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be a function with (p,q)-structure, with 1 < p  q, and suppose that A :Ω ×RN×n →
R
N×n and h :Ω ×RN×n → RN satisfy the following:
(i) For every ε > 0, there is a σε ∈ L
p(q−1)
p−1 ,κ (Ω) so that
∣∣∣∣A(x, F ) − ∂∂ F g
(|F |)∣∣∣∣< εg′(|F |)
for all x ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n satisfying |F | > σε(x).
(ii) There is a constant L  1 and a function ν ∈ L pp−1 ,κ (Ω) such that
∣∣A(x, F )∣∣ L|F |q−1 + ν(x) and ∣∣h(x, F )∣∣ L|F |p−1 + ν(x)
for every x ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n.
Let u ∈ W 1,(q,κ)(Ω;RN ) be given, and suppose that u ∈ W 1,q(Ω;RN ) satisﬁes u − u ∈ W 1,q0 (Ω;RN ) and
that the equality
∫
Ω
A(x,∇u) : ∇ϕ dx = −
∫
Ω
h(x,∇u) · ϕ dx
holds whenever ϕ ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω;RN ) is such that g(|∇ϕ|) ∈ L1(Ω). Then we ﬁnd that u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ).
In the case where ∂Ω is not C1 or u is not assumed to belong to W 1,(q,κ) , a local version of
Theorem 1.2 remains valid.
As indicated earlier, our results capture regularity in the setting of the Sobolev–Morrey spaces
W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ). These spaces were ﬁrst introduced in the classical paper by Campanato [2], and
have been used in various forms in the context of partial differential equations; see for instance
[17] or [19]. We note that if Ω is an open and bounded subset of Rn without internal cusps, and
1 p < ∞ and 0 κ  n are such that p+κ > n, then the Sobolev–Morrey space W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ) is
embedded in the space of uniformly Hölder continuous functions C0,1− n−κp (Ω;RN ) (we refer to [13]
for more details). Hence, under certain conditions, our results yield global Hölder continuity and can
be viewed as low order regularity results. We point out that even in the natural growth setting, there
are relatively few low order regularity results available (see [18] and [10] for a discussion).
To place our work in a broader context, we mention a few recent results in the natural growth
setting. In [11], the authors provide Sobolev–Morrey regularity for almost minimizers of functionals
of the form u → ∫
Ω
f (x,u,∇u)dx, where f (x,u, ·) is asymptotically convex for each (x,u) ∈ Ω ×RN .
Our paper provides an extension of their results to allow the more general (p,q) growth condition.
Our results are stated and proved for integrands without explicit dependence on u, but this is only
to keep the present paper to a more manageable length. We also mention a result by Kristensen
and Taheri. In [14], they show that if u is a weak solution to div[A(∇u)] = 0, with A continuous and
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the purpose of comparison, under such an assumption, Theorem 1.2 yields u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ) for
all 0 κ < n; this Sobolev–Morrey regularity is valid up to the boundary ∂Ω . Moreover, as indicated
in Theorem 1.2, we are able to treat nonhomogeneous problems and allow discontinuous variable
coeﬃcients. It is worth observing that in the scalar setting, where the system reduces to a single
equation, it is possible to obtain similar regularity results under more ﬂexible hypotheses. For an
extensive treatment of nonlinear elliptic equations with divergence form that includes such results,
we refer to the recent work of Mingione [19].
Returning to variational problems with general growth, we point out that some higher integrability
results have been obtained in [4–7,12,15]. In each of these papers, the integrands are not required to
asymptotically behave in any particular manner but an assumption is made that p and q are not too
far apart. In fact, in [5], the authors give an example that shows that there can be local minimizers
u ∈ W 1,ploc that do not belong to W 1,qloc if q/p is too large. We emphasize that the Morrey regularity we
obtain requires only that 1 < p  q; the ratio q/p does not affect the type of Sobolev–Morrey space
to which u belongs.
Our results can also be used to establish some low order regularity up to the boundary for
minimizers that until now had only been shown to be locally regular. Consider for the moment
the functional u → ∫
Ω
g(|∇u|)dx, where g is a function with (p,q)-structure. From the results
obtained by P. Marcellini and G. Papi in [16], we conclude that a minimizer u will belong to
W 1,∞loc (Ω;RN ). If the boundary ∂Ω is smooth enough and there is a function u ∈ W 1,∞(Ω;RN )
with u = u on ∂Ω , then combining our results with the result of Marcellini and Papi, we ﬁnd that
u ∈ W 1,∞loc ∩ W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ) for each 0 κ < n. In particular, using the embedding described above,
we have u ∈ W 1,∞loc (Ω;RN ) ∩ C0,α(Ω;RN ) for every 0 α < 1.
We conjecture that it is possible to use our results to prove global Lipschitz regularity of a min-
imizer. In [9], M. Foss carries this out in the case 2 < p = q. His proof is similar in spirit to that of
J.-P. Raymond [20], where the gradient of a minimizer is ﬁrst shown to belong to a certain Morrey
space. The Morrey regularity is then used as a stepping-stone to show that the minimizer is in fact
Lipschitz.
We note that Deﬁnition 2.7 does not allow us to consider p(x)-growth (e.g., when f (x, F ) = |F |p(x) ,
with 1 < p < p(x) < q), which has applications to electrorheological ﬂuids and other models from
mathematical physics. We refer the reader to [18] and the references therein for some results obtained
under these conditions. We expect that our deﬁnition can be relaxed to allow this type of growth, but
doing so introduces some technical issues, particularly in the proof for Lemma 5.3. Because of length
considerations, we have elected to study regularity in this setting separately.
Finally, we wish to comment brieﬂy on the local Lipschitz estimates obtained in Section 4. In [16],
P. Marcellini and G. Papi prove local Lipschitz regularity, and consequently Ck and C∞ regularity, for
minimizers of functionals of the form u → ∫
Ω
g(|∇u|)dx, where g is only required to satisfy very
mild growth conditions. Under the assumption of (p,q) growth, we apply the method used there to
obtain a reﬁnement of their result; this reﬁnement yields an estimate of the form
∥∥g(|∇u|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇u|)dx, (3)
which is crucial for our purposes. Until now, estimates of the form (3) have only been available when
g satisﬁes natural growth conditions; additionally, the proofs for these results have been separated
into two cases, namely 1 < p < 2 and p  2, and the two cases have been proved in fairly different
ways (see [1] and [21]). In contrast, the proof given in Section 4 is essentially uniﬁed. Though certain
growth conditions are implied by our deﬁnition of (p,q)-structure (see Lemma 3.1), our proof uses
the structure intrinsic to g itself, as opposed to external growth conditions imposed on g . Therefore
it seems that similar results could be shown for functions with more general growth by employing
techniques similar to those used here.
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Throughout, Ω ⊂ Rn is open, with n 2. We will use x, y, and z to denote points in Rn , and F to
denote a point in RN×n . The open ball of radius ρ centered at the point x is represented by Bx,ρ . For
brevity Bρ denotes B0,ρ and B denotes B1. We deﬁne H+ := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn: xn > 0}, and given a
set U ⊂ Rn , we use U+ for U ∩H+ and U+ to stand for U ∩H+ . We use C to denote a ﬁnite, positive
constant that, unless otherwise stated, depends only on n, p, and q. The constants p and q serve as
structural parameters for the integrands of the functionals we consider here. For convenience, we will
always assume that C  1. The value of C may change from line to line in our computations.
We now recall the deﬁnitions for Morrey and Sobolev–Morrey spaces, and for later convenience,
we also introduce a notion of Orlicz–Morrey spaces. In these deﬁnitions, U ⊂Rn is a measurable set.
Deﬁnition 2.1. For each p ∈ [1,∞) and 0 κ  n, we deﬁne the Morrey space
Lp,κ
(U;RN) := {u ∈ Lp(U;RN): sup
y∈U
ρ>0
1
ρκ
∫
U∩By,ρ
|u|p dx < ∞
}
.
We write u ∈ Lp,κloc (U;RN ) if u ∈ Lp,κ (U ′;RN ) for every U ′  U .
Deﬁnition 2.2. For each p ∈ [1,∞) and 0 κ  n, we say that a mapping u ∈ W 1,p(U;RN ) belongs
to the Sobolev–Morrey space W 1,(p,κ)(U;RN ) if u ∈ Lp,κ (U;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lp,κ (U;RN×n). We write
u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (U;RN ) if u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)(U ′;RN ) for every U ′  U .
Deﬁnition 2.3. Suppose that g ∈ C1([0,∞)) is a strictly increasing convex function that satisﬁes
g(0) = 0. With 0  κ  n, we say that u :U → RN belongs to the Orlicz–Morrey space Lg,κ (U;RN ),
if g(|u|) ∈ L1,κ (U). We write u ∈ Lg,κloc (U;RN ), if g(|u|) ∈ L1,κloc (U).
Along the same lines as [9,11], we introduce the following generalized notion for almost minimiz-
ers.
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open, and suppose f :Ω × RN×n → R is given. Deﬁne the functional
K :W 1,1(Ω;RN ) → R∗ by
K [w] :=
∫
Ω
f (x,∇w)dx.
Let {νε}ε>0 ⊂ L1(Ω) and suppose that {ωε}ε>0 ⊂ C0([0,∞)) is a family of nondecreasing functions
satisfying ωε(0) = 0 for each ε > 0. We say that u ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) is a (K , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer at y,
if K (u) < ∞ and for every ε > 0 and 0 < ρ < diam(Ω), we ﬁnd that
K (u) K (u + ϕ) + (ωε(ρ) + ε)
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{∣∣ f (x,∇u)∣∣+ ∣∣ f (x,∇u + ∇ϕ)∣∣}dx
+
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{∣∣νε(x)∣∣+ ∣∣νε(y)∣∣}dx, (4)
whenever ϕ ∈ W 1,10 (Ω ∩ By,ρ;RN ). If u is a (K , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer at every y ∈ Ω , then we call u
a (K , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer. Finally, if u is a (K , {0}, {0})-minimizer, we will simply say that u is a
minimizer for K .
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We will assume that the integrand for the functional behaves like a radial function g when the
modulus of the argument is suﬃciently large. More precisely, we have the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let f :RN×n → RN and g : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be given. We will say that f is asymptoti-
cally related to g if for every ε > 0 there is a σε  1 such that∣∣ f (F ) − g(|F |)∣∣< εg(|F |)
whenever F ∈ RN×n satisﬁes |F | > σε .
We will impose the following structure on the function g .
Deﬁnition 2.6. If a function g : [0,∞) → [0,∞) satisﬁes
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(i) g ∈ W 2,1loc ([0,∞)) is convex and g(0) = g′(0) = 0,
(ii) (p − 1) g′(t)t  g′′(t) (q − 1) g
′(t)
t for a.e. t > 0,
(iii) g(1) > 0
(5)
for some 1< p  q < ∞, then we will say that g has (p,q)-structure.
Remark 2.2. Owing to Lemma 3.1(iii), we see that condition (iii) is equivalent to the condition
g(t0) > 0 for some t0 > 0, which is in turn equivalent to the condition g(t) > 0 for all t > 0.
We also note that conditions (i) and (ii) imply that g ∈ W 2,∞loc ((0,∞)), but not necessarily that
g ∈ W 2,∞loc ([0,∞)), since g′′ may be unbounded near the origin if p < 2.
Eventually, we will restrict ourselves to families of functions {gy}y∈U that satisfy the conditions
for Deﬁnition 2.6 in a uniform sense.
Deﬁnition 2.7. Suppose that U ⊂ Rn and that {gy}y∈U is a family of functions that each have (p,q)-
structure, with 1 < p  q. If there is a ﬁnite constant c  1 and a function g having (p,q)-structure
such that g(t)  gy(t)  cg(t) for all t  1, then we say that the family {gy}y∈U has uniform (p,q)-
structure.
Deﬁnition 2.8. Let U ⊂ Rn be measurable. Suppose that { f y}y∈U is a family of functions deﬁned
on RN×n and that {gy}y∈U is a family of functions with uniform (p,q)-structure. With the function g
given in Deﬁnition 2.7, we say that the two families are Lg,κ -asymptotically related, if for every ε > 0
there is a σε ∈ Lg,κ (U) such that for every y ∈ U , the inequality∣∣ f y(F ) − gy(|F |)∣∣< εgy(|F |)
holds whenever |F | > σε(y).
Remark 2.3. The local analogue of the above deﬁnition is deﬁned in the obvious way.
3. Preliminary lemmas
At this point, we present several lemmas that are used throughout the paper.
Lemma 3.1. Let g : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be a function satisfying (5)(i) and (5)(ii). Then the following hold:
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(ii) p(p − 1)g(t) t2g′′(t) q(q − 1)g(t) for a.e. t > 0,
(iii) cp g(t) g(ct) cq g(t) for every t > 0 and c  1,
(iv) g(1)(t p − 1) g(t) g(1)(tq + 1) for every t > 0,
(v) g(s + t) 2q(g(s) + g(t)) for every s, t  0, and
(vi) tg′(s) g(t) + (q − 1)g(s) for every s, t  0.
Proof. First we prove part (i). Since g(0) = 0, we write g(t) = ∫ t0 g′(s)ds. The left side of (5)(ii) and
integration by parts yields g(t) 1p−1 [tg′(t) − g(t)]. Solving the inequality for tg′(t), we get pg(t)
tg′(t). A similar argument proves tg′(t) qg(t). Part (ii) follows immediately from (i) and (5)(ii). For
part (iii), we ﬁrst observe that either g is identically zero, or g is a positive Young function. Thus
(iii) is an immediate consequence of part (i) and Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 in [3]. For (iv), note that the
result is obvious if 0 t < 1. If t  1, we use part (iii) to get g(1)t p  g(t) g(1)tq . To prove (v), we
can assume without loss of generality that s t . Then s + t  2t , so part (iii) gives the result. Finally,
we turn our attention to part (vi). Let g∗ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) denote the Young conjugate function of g ,
deﬁned by
g∗(τ ) := sup
σ∈[0,∞)
{
στ − g(σ )}.
Using the facts that g ∈ C1([0,∞)) and that g′ is strictly increasing, we ﬁnd that g∗(τ ) = τ (g′)−1(τ )−
g((g′)−1(τ )). We also clearly have στ  g(σ )+ g∗(τ ) for every σ , τ ∈ [0,∞). Using these facts along
with part (i), we obtain
tg′(s) g(t) + g∗(g′(s))= g(t) + sg′(s) − g(s) g(t) + (q − 1)g(s),
which ﬁnishes the proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that f :RN×n → R is asymptotically related to g. If f satisﬁes the growth condition
∣∣ f (F )∣∣ Lg(|F |)+ α
for some positive constants L and α, then
g
(|F |) 2 f (F ) + c
for all F ∈ RN×n, where c := (2L + 1)g(σ1/2) + 2α.
Proof. If |F | σ1/2, then g(|F |) g(σ1/2). Therefore, since f satisﬁes the growth condition, we must
have g(|F |) 2 f (F )+c, where c is as in the statement of the lemma. On the other hand, if |F | > σ1/2,
then since f is asymptotically related to g , we deduce that g(|F |) − f (F ) 12 g(|F |), from which the
result follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that g is a function with (p,q)-structure, and let α  0. Then there is a positive constant
C = C(p,q), independent of α, such that
[ t∫
0
sα g′(s)α
√
g′′(s)ds
]2
 1
C(2α + 1)2 t
2α+1g′(t)2α+1.
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t∫
0
sα g′(s)α
√
g′′(s)ds 2
√
p − 1
2α + 1 t
α+ 12 g′(t)α+
1
2 −√(p − 1)(q − 1)
t∫
0
sα g′(s)α
√
g′′(s)ds.
Solving the inequality for the integral and squaring both sides yields the result. 
The next lemma is essentially a restatement of Lemma 1 in [9], and is proved there.
Lemma 3.4. Let ϕ : (0,∞) → R be given, and suppose that there exist A  1, R0 > 0, and α > β  0 such
that for some 0 ε  ( 12A )
2α
α−β , the inequality
ϕ(ρ) A
[(
ρ
R
)α
+ ε
]
ϕ(R) + A R
α+β
ρα
holds for each 0 < ρ  R  R0 . Then there is some ﬁnite constant B = B(A,α,β) such that
ϕ(ρ) B
(
ρ
R
)β
ϕ(R) + Bρβ
for all 0 < ρ  R  R0 .
The following lemma establishes that the Euler–Lagrange equations hold in the weak sense for
minimizers of functionals having integrands with (p,q)-structure. It can be proved using the same
strategy that Evans uses to prove Theorem 4 on page 451 in [8]. The main modiﬁcation required in
the proof is to use the Young conjugate function of g (see the proof of Lemma 3.1) instead of Young’s
inequality.
Lemma 3.5. Let g be a function with (p,q)-structure, and let G0 ∈ Rn×n be invertible. If v is a minimizer of
I(w) := ∫
Ω
g(|∇wG0|)dx, then ∫
Ω
∂
∂ F
g
(|∇vG0|) : ∇ϕG0 dx = 0
for every ϕ ∈ W 1,10 (Ω;RN ) satisfying I(ϕ) < ∞.
4. Lipschitz regularity results
In this section, we prove a reﬁnement of the local Lipschitz regularity result established in [16]. As
discussed in the introduction, our strategy is very similar to the one employed in [16]. We consider
the functional
J (v) :=
∫
Ω
g
(|∇v|)dx, (6)
where g has (p,q)-structure. We temporarily make the assumption that there are positive constants μ
and M such that for all ξ, λ ∈ RN×n , the following holds:
μ|λ|2 
∑
i, j,α,β
∂2
∂ξαi ∂ξ
β
j
g
(|ξ |)λαi λβj  M|λ|2. (7)
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|λ|2 min
{
g′′
(|ξ |), g′(|ξ |)|ξ |
}

∑
i, j,α,β
∂2
∂ξαi ∂ξ
β
j
g
(|ξ |)λαi λβj  |λ|2 max
{
g′′
(|ξ |), g′(|ξ |)|ξ |
}
for all λ, ξ ∈ RN×n . Therefore (7) is satisﬁed if both g′′(|ξ |) and g′(|ξ |)/|ξ | are bounded below by μ
and above by M . Assumption (7) gives quadratic growth of g , which in turn forces any minimizer to
be of class W 2,2 ∩ W 1,∞loc (Ω;RN ).
The following lemma provides an estimate of the form (3) for minimizers of (6) under the addi-
tional assumptions that (7) holds and that g′′ is continuous. The estimate we obtain is independent
of the constants μ and M , which allows us to eventually remove both the assumption in (7) and the
continuity assumption on g′′ .
Lemma 4.1. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open, and let g ∈ C2([0,∞)) be a function with (p,q)-structure that satisﬁes (7).
Suppose that v ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) is a minimizer of (6). Then there is a constant C = C(n, p,q) such that
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx
whenever Bx0,R ⊂ Ω and 0 < ρ < R.
Proof. First, we establish that
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(Bx0, r2 ) 
C
rn
∫
Bx0,r
g
(|∇v|)dx (8)
for any x0 ∈ Ω and r > 0 such that Bx0,r ⊂ Ω . Using a rescaling argument, we see that it suﬃces to
show (8) when x0 = 0 and r = 1. Following the ﬁrst part of the proof for Lemma 4.1 in [16], it can be
shown that v ∈ W 2,2(B) ∩ W 1,∞loc (B) and∫
B
η2Φ
(|∇v|)g′′(|∇v|)∣∣∇(|∇v|)∣∣2 dx C ∫
B
Φ
(|∇v|)g′′(|∇v|)|∇η|2|∇v|2 dx
for every η ∈ C1c (B) and Φ that is nondecreasing, continuous on [0,∞), and Lipschitz continuous on[ε, T ] for all T > ε > 0. Thus, for ﬁxed α  0, we can deﬁne Φ(t) = t2α g′(t)2α ; with this deﬁnition
of Φ , the above inequality becomes
∫
B
η2|∇v|2α g′(|∇v|)2α g′′(|∇v|)∣∣∇(|∇v|)∣∣2 dx
 C
∫
B
|∇v|2α+2g′(|∇v|)2α g′′(|∇v|)|∇η|2 dx.
Using (5)(ii) in this inequality, we get
∫
B
η2|∇v|2α g′(|∇v|)2α g′′(|∇v|)∣∣∇(|∇v|)∣∣2 dx
 C
∫
|∇v|2α+1g′(|∇v|)2α+1|∇η|2 dx. (9)B
4528 K. Fey, M. Foss / J. Differential Equations 246 (2009) 4519–4551Now deﬁne G : [0,∞) → [0,∞) by G(t) := ∫ t0 sα g′(s)α√g′′(s)ds. Since g′ is increasing and g satis-
ﬁes (5)(ii), by Hölder’s inequality we obtain
[
G(t)
]2  t2α+1g′(t)2α
t∫
0
g′′(s)ds = t2α+1g′(t)2α+1.
Hence we see that
∣∣∇(ηG(|∇v|))∣∣2 = ∣∣(∇η)G(|∇v|)+ ηG ′(|∇v|)∇(|∇v|)∣∣2
 2|∇η|2|∇v|2α+1g′(|∇v|)2α+1
+ 2η2|∇v|2α g′(|∇v|)2α g′′(|∇v|)∣∣∇(|∇v|)∣∣2.
Note that the assumption in (7) implies that ∇v is locally bounded. Integrating the above inequality
over B, using (9) and Sobolev’s inequality, we deduce that there is a constant C depending only upon
n such that
{∫
B
η2
∗[
G
(|∇v|)2] 2∗2 dx}
2
2∗
 C
∫
B
|∇η|2[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)]2α+1 dx. (10)
If n = 2, we select 2∗ to be any ﬁnite number strictly larger than 2. Recalling the deﬁnition of G and
using Lemma 3.3, from (10) we obtain
{∫
B
η2
∗[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)] 2∗2 (2α+1) dx}
2
2∗
 C(2α + 1)2
∫
B
|∇η|2[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)]2α+1 dx. (11)
Now let 0< ρ < R  1 be given, and let η be a non-negative test function that is equal to 1 in Bρ ,
has support contained in BR , and is such that |∇η| CR−ρ ; then from (11), we see that
{ ∫
Bρ
[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)] 2∗2 (2α+1) dx}
2
2∗
 C(2α + 1)
2
(R − ρ)2
∫
BR
[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)]2α+1 dx.
Now putting β = 2α + 1 (note that β  1, since α  0), we can rewrite the above inequality as
{ ∫
Bρ
[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)] 2∗2 β dx}
2
2∗
 Cβ
2
(R − ρ)2
∫
BR
[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)]β dx. (12)
Deﬁne the decreasing sequence {ρi}∞i=0 by ρi = 12 (1 + 2−i). Then ρ0 = 1 and ρi decreases to 12 as
i → ∞. Also deﬁne an increasing sequence {βi}∞i=0 by βi = ( 2
∗
2 )
i . Thus we can rewrite (12) with
R = ρi , ρ = ρi+1, and β = βi . Upon iterating the result and substituting in the expression for βi , we
obtain
{ ∫
Bρ
[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)]( 2∗2 )i+1 dx}(
2
2∗ )
i+1

i∏
k=0
[
C(2∗)2k
]( 22∗ )k ∫
B1
|∇v|g′(|∇v|)dx. (13)
i+1
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Ai :=∏ik=0 C ( 22∗ )k and Bi :=∏ik=0(2∗)2k( 22∗ )k . We will estimate Ai and Bi separately. If n 3, then we
can bound Ai as follows:
Ai 
∞∏
k=0
C (
2
2∗ )
k = C
∑∞
k=0( 22∗ )
k = C n2 .
Similarly, if n 3, we get that
Bi  (2∗)
n(n−2)
2 =
(
2n
n − 2
) n(n−2)
2
.
If n = 2, then 2∗ is a ﬁxed number larger than 2 and we obtain similar estimates for Ai and Bi .
Introducing the estimates for Ai and Bi into (13), we ﬁnd that
{ ∫
Bρi+1
[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)]( 2∗2 )i+1 dx}(
2
2∗ )
i+1
 C
∫
B1
|∇v|g′(|∇v|)dx. (14)
Taking the limit as i → ∞ in (14) yields
∥∥|∇v|g′(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(B 1
2
)
 lim
i→∞
{ ∫
Bρi+1
[|∇v|g′(|∇v|)]( 2∗2 )i+1 dx}(
2
2∗ )
i+1
 C
∫
B
|∇v|g′(|∇v|)dx.
Using Lemma 3.1(i) in both sides of the above inequality gives
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(B 1
2
)
 C
∫
B1
g
(|∇v|)dx. (15)
As was mentioned at the beginning of the proof, using a rescaling argument and (15), we obtain (8).
Now we use (8) to ﬁnish the proof. Fix 0 < ρ < R and x0 ∈ Ω satisfying Bx0,R ⊂ Ω , and let
y ∈ Bx0,ρ . Then By,R−ρ ⊂ Bx0,R , and so taking r = R − ρ in (8) yields
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(B
y, R−ρ2
)
 C
(R − ρ)n
∫
By,R−ρ
g
(|∇v|)dx C
(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx.
Since the above inequality holds for all y ∈ Bx0,ρ , we conclude that
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx,
which was to be shown. 
Now we will assume that g has (p,q)-structure, but does not necessarily satisfy (7), and also
is not necessarily of class C2. Our strategy is the same as that in [16]. We deﬁne a sequence of
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integral functionals { Jk}∞k=1. The conclusion of Lemma 4.1 holds for minimizers of Jk; we show that
we can pass to the limit to get the result for the minimizer of the original functional.
Since we are assuming g has (p,q)-structure, by Remark 2.2 we see that g(t) > 0 for all positive t .
Let {εk}∞k=1 be a sequence of positive numbers decreasing to 0, choosing ε1 < 1 suﬃciently small so
that g′( 1ε1 ) 1. We deﬁne g
′
k : [0,+∞) → [0,+∞) by
g′k(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
g′(εk)
εk
t, 0 t  εk,
g′(t), εk < t  1εk ,
min{εk g′( 1εk )t, g′(t) + εkt − 1}, t > 1εk .
(16)
Now we deﬁne gk as
gk(t) =
t∫
0
g′k(s)ds, (17)
where g′k is deﬁned in (16). Then gk ∈ W 2,∞loc ([0,∞)) and satisﬁes (5)(i) and (7) for some positive
constants μk and Mk . We compute gk for t  1εk , and ﬁnd that
gk(t) =
⎧⎨
⎩
g′(εk)
2εk
t2, 0 t  εk,
g(t) + g′(εk)(εk)2 − g(εk), εk  t  1εk .
(18)
For the remainder of the section, g will be a function with (p,q)-structure and gk will be the
approximating functions deﬁned in (17).
Lemma 4.2. Fix k ∈ N, and assume that v ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) is a minimizer for the functional
u →
∫
Ω
gk
(|∇u|)dx.
Then there is a constant C = C(n, p,q) such that
∥∥gk(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇v|)dx
whenever Bx0,R ⊂ Ω and 0< ρ < R.
Proof. Note that gk is only of class W
2,∞
loc , so we may not simply apply Lemma 4.1, which would
require gk to be C2. Our strategy is to mollify gk , apply Lemma 4.1 to the minimizers of the func-
tionals involving the molliﬁcations of gk , then pass to the limit to obtain the result for the original
minimizer. Before we perform the molliﬁcation, let us extend gk to an even function on all of R. Now,
for every 0 < δ < ε2k /4, let g
δ
k denote a standard molliﬁcation of gk , where the support of the molliﬁer
is contained in [−δ, δ]. Then (gδk)′(0) = 0, but gδk(0) > 0. Deﬁne gδ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) by
gδ(t) := gδk(t) − gδk(0).
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selected small enough so that g′(1/εk) 1; keeping this in mind, it is straightforward to show that
gk has (p,q)-structure, where p := min{p,2} and q := max{q + 1,3}. Using this and the fact that
δ < 1/4, we can show that gδ has (p˜, q˜)-structure, where we have put p˜ := min{ 53 , 13 + 2p3 } and
q˜ := max{2q + 1,5}. We also ﬁnd that gδ satisﬁes (7) for the same μk , Mk as gk . Suppose Bx0,R ⊂ Ω ,
and let vδ ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) be a minimizer of the functional
u →
∫
Bx0,R
gδ
(|∇u|)dx
satisfying vδ = v on ∂Bx0,R . Using Lemma 4.1 and the minimality of vδ , we obtain
∥∥gδ(|∇vδ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
gδ
(|∇vδ |)dx C
(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
gδ
(|∇v|)dx (19)
for every 0 < ρ < R . Using the convexity of gk , it is not diﬃcult to see that
gk(t) − gδk(0) gδ(t) gk(t + δ) + gδk(0), (20)
for all t  0. Using (20) in (19), we ﬁnd that
∥∥gk(|∇vδ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
{
gk
(|∇v| + δ)+ gδk(0)}dx+ gδk(0) c1, (21)
where c1 depends on n, p, q, k, ρ , and R . Hence g(|∇vδ |) is equibounded with respect to δ in Bx0,ρ .
Using Lemma 3.1(iv), we deduce that ‖|∇vδ |‖L∞(Bx0,ρ ) is equibounded, and so, up to a subsequence,
∇vδ converges to some ∇w in the weak∗ topology of L∞(Bx0,ρ;RN×n) for every ρ < R . Passing to
the limit in (21), we obtain
∥∥gk(|∇w|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  lim infδ→0+
∥∥gk(|∇vδ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇v|)dx. (22)
Using (20), the minimality of vδ , and the dominated convergence theorem, we estimate that
limsup
δ→0+
∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇vδ |)dx limsup
δ→0+
∫
Bx0,R
gδ
(|∇vδ |)dx
 lim
δ→0+
∫
Bx0,R
gδ
(|∇v|)dx = ∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇v|)dx. (23)
Lemma 3.1(iv) and (23) imply that ‖∇vδ‖Lp(Bx0,R ) is uniformly bounded, so ∇vδ converges in the
weak topology of Lp(Bx0,R;RN×n) to ∇w . Therefore by weak lower semicontinuity and (23), we have
∫
Bx ,R
gk
(|∇w|)dx lim inf
δ→0+
∫
Bx ,R
gk
(|∇vδ |)dx
∫
Bx ,R
gk
(|∇v|)dx.0 0 0
4532 K. Fey, M. Foss / J. Differential Equations 246 (2009) 4519–4551Hence w is also a minimizer for the functional u → ∫
Ω
gk(|∇u|)dx. Since gk(|·|) is strictly convex
on RN×n , the minimizer for the Dirichlet problem is unique, and so w = v . Therefore we can re-
place w with v in (22) and obtain the result. 
Lemma 4.3. There are decreasing sequences {βk}∞k=1 and {γk}∞k=1 converging to 0 such that gk(t)  g(t) +
βkt2 + γk for all t  0 and k ∈ N.
Proof. If 0  t  1εk , then we can use (18) to get gk(t)  g(t) + 12εk g′(εk). If t > 1εk , then g′k(s) 
g′(s) + εks for all s > 1εk , so by (18) we have
gk(t) = gk
(
1
εk
)
+
t∫
1
εk
g′k(s)ds gk
(
1
εk
)
+
t∫
1
εk
(
g′(s) + εks
)
ds
 g(t) + 1
2
εkt
2 + 1
2
εk g
′(εk).
We see that the lemma is proved upon taking βk = 12εk and γk = 12εk g′(εk). 
Equipped with these lemmas, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open and g be a function with (p,q)-structure. Suppose that v ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN )
is a minimizer for the functional in (6). Then there is a constant C = C(n, p,q) such that
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx
whenever Bx0,R ⊂ Ω and 0< ρ < R.
Proof. First assume that Bx0,2R ⊂ Ω . For each k ∈ N, deﬁne the integral functional
Jk(u) =
∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇u|)dx,
where gk is as deﬁned in (17). For each 0 < σ < min{1, R}, let vσ be a smooth function deﬁned
from v using a standard molliﬁer. Then we have that vσ ∈ W 1,2(Bx0,R ;RN ). Let vk,σ be a minimizer
of Jk that satisﬁes vk,σ = vσ on ∂Bx0,R . Then by Lemma 4.2, there is a constant C , independent of k
and σ , such that
∥∥gk(|∇vk,σ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇vk,σ |)dx. (24)
Since vk,σ is a minimizer for Jk , we have that
∫
Bx ,R
gk
(|∇vk,σ |)dx
∫
Bx ,R
gk
(|∇vσ |)dx. (25)0 0
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Bx0,R
gk
(|∇vσ |)dx
∫
Bx0,R
{
g
(|∇vσ |)+ βk|∇vσ |2 + γk}dx. (26)
By properties of molliﬁers,∫
Bx0,R
{
g
(|∇vσ |)+ βk|∇vσ |2 + γk}dx
∫
Bx0,R+σ
g
(|∇v|)dx+ ∫
Bx0,R
{
βk|∇vσ |2 + γk
}
dx. (27)
Combining (24)–(27), we have
∥∥gk(|∇vk,σ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
[ ∫
Bx0,R+σ
g
(|∇v|)dx+ ∫
Bx0,R
{
βk|∇vσ |2 + γk
}
dx
]
,
 c1,σ , (28)
where, in addition to the explicit dependence on σ , c1,σ also depends on n, p, q, R , and ρ . It follows
that ‖|∇vk,σ |‖L∞(Bx0,ρ ) is uniformly bounded in k by some Mσ < ∞. Hence there is a subsequence
of vk,σ that converges in the weak∗ topology of W 1,∞(Bx0,ρ;RN ) to some function wσ . Also, since
|∇vk,σ | Mσ in Bx0,ρ , for k large enough so that 1εk  Mσ , the computation in (18) gives
∥∥gk(|∇vk,σ |)− g(|∇vk,σ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  g
′(εk)εk
2
+ g(εk). (29)
Using (29) and going to the limit in (28), we obtain
lim inf
k→∞
∥∥g(|∇vk,σ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  lim infk→∞
∥∥gk(|∇vk,σ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )
 C
(R − ρ)n
∫
B1+σ
g
(|∇v|)dx. (30)
By properties of weak∗ convergent sequences, we have
∥∥g(|∇wσ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  lim infk→∞
∥∥g(|∇vk,σ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ ). (31)
Combining (31) and (30), we get
∥∥g(|∇wσ |)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
BR+σ
g
(|∇v|)dx c2, (32)
where c2 := C(R−ρ)n
∫
Bx0,2R g(|∇v|)dx. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1(iv), we have that ∇wσ is uni-
formly bounded in L∞(Bx0,ρ;RN×n), and so we can extract a subsequence that converges weak∗
in L∞(Bx0,ρ;RN×n) to a function ∇w for some w .
We will show that w = v . By lower semicontinuity, we have∫
Bx ,ρ
g
(|∇wσ |)dx lim inf
k→∞
∫
Bx ,ρ
g
(|∇vk,σ |)dx. (33)0 0
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lim inf
k→∞
∫
Bx0,ρ
g
(|∇vk,σ |)dx lim inf
k→∞
∫
Bx0,ρ
gk
(|∇vk,σ |)dx lim inf
k→∞
∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇vk,σ |)dx. (34)
But by combining (25)–(27) and taking the limit as k → ∞, we ﬁnd that
lim inf
k→∞
∫
Bx0,R
gk
(|∇vk,σ |)dx
∫
Bx0,R+σ
g
(|∇v|)dx. (35)
Collecting the inequalities in (33)–(35), we have∫
Bx0,ρ
g
(|∇wσ |)dx
∫
Bx0,R+σ
g
(|∇v|)dx.
Since the inequality above holds for every ρ < R , we conclude that∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇wσ |)dx
∫
Bx0,R+σ
g
(|∇v|)dx. (36)
By lower semicontinuity and (36), we get∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇w|)dx lim inf
σ→0
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇wσ |)dx
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx. (37)
Since g′′(t) > 0 for all t > 0, we see that g(|·|) is strictly convex on RN×n . Thus the minimizer to the
Dirichlet problem is unique, and so we can conclude from (37) that w = u. Passing to the limit in (32)
yields
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥Bx0,ρ  lim infσ→0
∥∥g(|∇wσ |)∥∥Bx0,ρ  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx.
Thus we have shown the result if Bx0,2R ⊂ Ω . Now suppose only that Bx0,R ⊂ Ω , and 0 < ρ < R . Then
By,R−ρ ⊂ Ω for every y ∈ Bx0,ρ , so by the argument above, we have that
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(B
y, R−ρ4
)
 C
(R − ρ)n
∫
B
y, R−ρ2
g
(|∇v|)dx C
(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx.
Since the above inequality holds for every y ∈ Bx0,ρ , we see that
∥∥g(|∇v|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇v|)dx,
which is the desired result. 
We can change variables and use Theorem 4.1 to establish the apparently more general result that
follows.
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u →
∫
Ω
g
(|∇uG0|)dx,
where g is a function with (p,q)-structure and G0 is an invertible n × n constant matrix. Then there is a
constant C = C(n, p,q, |G−10 |, |G0|) such that
∥∥g(|∇vG0|)∥∥L∞(Bx0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇vG0|)dx
whenever Bx0,R ⊂ Ω and 0 < ρ < R.
Using a reﬂection argument and Theorem 4.2, we can show the following version of the result for
the half-ball.
Theorem 4.3. Let g be a function with (p,q)-structure, and suppose that G0 ∈ Rn×n is invertible. Let
v ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) be a minimizer of the functional
u →
∫
B+
g
(|∇uG0|)dx,
satisfying v = 0 on B ∩ ∂H+ in the sense of trace. Then there is a constant C = C(n, p,q, |G−10 |, |G0|) such
that
∥∥g(|∇vG0|)∥∥L∞(B+x0,ρ )  C(R − ρ)n
∫
B+x0,R
g
(|∇vG0|)dx
for any x0 ∈ B+ and 0 < ρ < R  1− |x0|.
5. Morrey regularity
For this section, we ﬁx 0  κ < n and let {ωε}ε>0 ⊂ C0([0,∞)) be a family of nondecreasing
functions satisfying ωε(0) = 0 for each ε > 0. The following is a technical lemma that will facilitate
the proof for Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that T ⊂ Rn is measurable, and let A and B be measurable functions mapping T into
R
N×n. If g has (p,q)-structure, then there is a constant C = C(n, p,q) such that
∫
T
g′
(|A|)|B − A|dx C ∫
T
{
g
(|B|)− ∂
∂ F
g
(|A|) : [B − A]}dx.
Proof. Let U := {x ∈ T : |B(x)| 5|A(x)|}, and let V := T \ U . Using Lemma 3.1(i) and the convexity
of g , we get
∫
g′
(|A|)|B − A|dx 6∫ g′(|A|)|A|dx C ∫ g(|A|)dxU U U
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∫
U
{
g
(|B|)− ∂
∂ F
g
(|A|) : [B − A]}dx. (38)
Next we estimate the integral over V . Note that for all x ∈ V , we have that |A(x)|  14 |B(x) − A(x)|,
and hence for t ∈ [1/2,3/4], we obtain the inequality
1
4
|B − A| ∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣ |B − A|. (39)
Now we will show that there is a constant C such that for all x ∈ V and a.e. t ∈ [1/2,3/4], we have
g
(
1
4
|B − A|
)
 C d
2
dt2
g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣). (40)
A routine computation shows that
d2
dt2
[
g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣)]= g′(|A + t[B − A]|)|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|2
+ g
′′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]|2
([
A + t(B − A)] : [B − A])2
− g
′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]|3
([
A + t(B − A)] : [B − A])2. (41)
To obtain (40), we need to consider two cases. First, we suppose that 1 < p < 2. Using (39),
Lemma 3.1(i), and (39) again, we obtain
g
(
1
4
|B − A|
)
 g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣) 1
p
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]|
∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣2
 1
p
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|
2. (42)
We rewrite the right side of the previous inequality as follows:
1
p
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|
2 = p − 2
p(p − 1)
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|
2
+ 1
p(p − 1)
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|
2.
Since we are assuming for the moment that 1 < p < 2, obviously p − 2 < 0; therefore, from the
equality above and the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, we have that
1
p
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|
2  p − 2
p(p − 1)
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]|3
([
A + t[B − A]] : [B − A])2
+ 1
p(p − 1)
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|
2.
In the right side of the previous inequality, we use (5)(ii) and the computation in (41) to get
1 g′(|A + t[B − A]|) |B − A|2  1 d
2
2
g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣).p |A + t[B − A]| p(p − 1) dt
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g
(
1
4
|B − A|
)
 1
p(p − 1)
d2
dt2
g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣) (43)
for 1< p < 2.
Now assume p  2. Then g′(s)/s is increasing; using this fact along with Lemma 3.1(i) and (39),
we ﬁnd that
g
(
1
4
|B − A|
)
 1
16p
g′( 14 |B − A|)
1
4 |B − A|
|B − A|2  1
16p
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]| |B − A|
2. (44)
Since p  2, we have
p − 2
16p
g′(|A + t[B − A]|)
|A + t[B − A]|3
([
A + t[B − A]] : [B − A])2  0,
and therefore we can add it to the right side of (44) and use (5)(ii) and (41) to obtain
g
(
1
4
|B − A|
)
 1
16p
d2
dt2
g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣) (45)
when p  2. Combining our estimates for the case 1 < p < 2 and the case p  2, we have estab-
lished (40) for any p > 1, every x ∈ V , and a.e. t ∈ [1/2,3/4].
We now proceed with the original estimate. Using Lemma 3.1(vi) and (40), we obtain
∫
V
g′
(|A|)|B − A|dx = 4∫
V
g′
(|A|)(1
4
|B − A|
)
dx
 C
∫
V
g
(|A|)dx+ C ∫
V
3/4∫
1/2
(1− t) d
2
dt2
g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣)dt dx.
Recalling that d
2
dt2
g(|A + t[B − A]|)  0 for a.e. t ∈ [0,1], since the function t → g(|A + t[B − A]|) is
convex, we can expand the domain of integration in the right side of the previous inequality to get
∫
V
g′
(|A|)|B − A|dx C ∫
V
g
(|A|)dx+ C ∫
V
1∫
0
(1− t) d
2
dt2
g
(∣∣A + t[B − A]∣∣)dt dx
= C
∫
V
g
(|A|)dx+ C ∫
V
[
g
(|B|)− g(|A|)− ∂
∂ F
g
(|A|) : [B − A]]dx
= C
∫
V
{
g
(|B|)− ∂
∂ F
g
(|A|) : [B − A]}dx.
Combining this estimate with the one in (38), the proof is complete. 
If f is asymptotically related to g , then we can use their similar asymptotic behavior to prove the
following lemma, which states that if a function u is an almost minimizer for the functional with
integrand f , then u is also an almost minimizer for the functional with integrand g .
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(p,q)-structure, and suppose that f satisﬁes the growth condition
∣∣ f (F )∣∣ Lg(|F |)+ α
for some positive L and α. Let A :U → RN×n and G ∈ C0(U;Rn×n) with matrix inverse G−1 ∈ C0(U;Rn×n)
be given, where U ⊂ Rn is open and bounded. Deﬁne the functionals J :W 1,1(U;RN ) → R∗ and K :
W 1,1(U;RN ) → R∗ by
J (w) :=
∫
U
f
([∇w + A]G)dx and K (w) := ∫
U
g
(∣∣[∇w + A]G∣∣)dx.
If u is a ( J , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer at x0 , then u is a (K , {ωˆε}, {νˆε})-minimizer at x0 , where ωˆε and νˆε are
deﬁned as ωˆε := 2ωε/4 and
νˆε := |νε/4| + (2L + 1)g(σε/2) + 2α +
(
Lg(σ1) + α
)(
2ωε
(
diam(U))+ ε
2
)
.
Proof. Since u is a ( J , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer at x0, J (u) < ∞. Thus we can use Lemma 3.2 to get that
K (u) < ∞. It remains to show (4). To this end, let ε > 0 and 0 < ρ < diam(U), and ﬁx ϕ ∈ W 1,10 (U ∩
Bx0,ρ;RN ). Upon writing K (u) = J (u) + [K (u) − J (u)] and using the fact that u is a ( J , {ωε}, {νε})-
minimizer at x0, we obtain
K (u) J (u + ϕ) +
(
ωε
4
(ρ) + ε
4
) ∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{∣∣ f ([∇u + A]G)∣∣+ ∣∣ f ([∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G)∣∣}dx
+
∫
U∩Bx0 ,ρ
{∣∣ν ε
4
(x)
∣∣+ ∣∣ν ε
4
(x0)
∣∣}dx+ ∫
U
{
g
(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)− f ([∇u + A]G)}dx. (46)
Note that
J (u + ϕ) = K (u + ϕ) +
∫
U
{
f
([∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G)− g(∣∣[∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G∣∣)}dx.
Thus we can rewrite (46) as
K (u) K (u + ϕ) +
(
ωε
4
(ρ) + ε
4
) ∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{∣∣ f ([∇u + A]G)∣∣+ ∣∣ f ([∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G)∣∣}dx
+
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{∣∣νε/4(x)∣∣+ ∣∣νε/4(x0)∣∣}dx+
∫
U∩Bx0 ,ρ
{
g
(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)− f ([∇u + A]G)}dx
+
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{
f
([∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G)− g(∣∣[∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G∣∣)}dx
= K (u + ϕ) +
(
ωε/4(ρ) + ε
4
)
I1 + I2 + I3 + I4, (47)
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have deﬁned I1, . . . , I4 in the obvious ways. Using the growth condition on f and the hypothesis that
f is asymptotically related to g , we have the estimate | f (F )|  Lg(σε∗) + α + (1 + ε∗)g(|F |) for all
F ∈ RN×n and ε∗ > 0. Using this inequality in I1 with ε∗ = 1, we get
I1  2
∫
U∩Bx0 ,ρ
{
Lg(σ1) + α
}
dx+ 2
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{
g
(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)+ g(∣∣[∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G∣∣)}dx.
Since f is asymptotically related to g and f satisﬁes the growth condition, we get
I3 
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{
(L + 1)g(σε/2) + α
}
dx+ ε
2
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
g
(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)dx.
Proceeding similarly and noting that −g(|∇u + ∇ϕ + A|G) 0, we obtain
I4 
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{
Lg(σε/2) + α
}
dx+ ε
2
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
g
(∣∣[∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G∣∣)dx.
Putting our estimates for I1, I3, and I4 into (47) and deﬁning ωˆε and νˆε as in the statement of the
lemma, we obtain
K (u) K (u + ϕ) + (ωˆε(ρ) + ε)
∫
U∩Bx0,ρ
{
g
(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)+ g(∣∣[∇u + ∇ϕ + A]G∣∣)}dx
+
∫
U∩Bx0 ,ρ
{
νˆε(x) + νˆε(y)
}
dx,
and hence u is a (K , {ωˆε}, {νˆε})-minimizer at x0. 
The following lemma is the crux of the argument that establishes Sobolev–Morrey regularity for
almost minimizers of (1).
Lemma 5.3. Suppose {gy}y∈B+ is a family of functions with uniform (p,q)-structure, where 1 < p  q, and
let g : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be as in Deﬁnition 2.7. Let A ∈ Lg,κ (B+;RN×n) and G ∈ C0(B+;Rn×n) with matrix
inverse G−1 ∈ C0(B+;Rn×n) be given. For every y ∈ B+ , deﬁne K+y :W 1,1(B+;RN ) → R∗ by
K+y (w) :=
∫
B+
gy
(∣∣[∇w + A]G∣∣)dx.
Suppose that u ∈ W 1,1(B+;RN ) is a (K y, {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer at y for each y ∈ B+ , where {νε}ε>0 ⊂
L1,κ (B+), and that u = 0 on B ∩ ∂H+ in the sense of trace. Then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (B+;RN ) and ∇u ∈
Lg,κloc (B+;RN×n).
Proof. To begin, we deﬁne a few items for notational convenience. We will let G y denote the ma-
trix G(y), and R y := 1− |y|. Let
M := sup
+
{∣∣G(x)∣∣}+ sup
+
{∣∣G−1(x)∣∣}+ 1,
x∈B x∈B
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μ(s) := sup
x,z∈B+
{∣∣G(x) − G(z)∣∣: |x− z| s}.
Note that μ ∈ C0([0,1]) is nondecreasing and satisﬁes μ(0) = 0. Throughout this proof, we will denote
by C a generic constant that can depend on n, m, p, q, and M . With these notations in place, we are
now set up to begin the proof. The proof contains two main steps. We will ﬁrst show that there is a
constant c4, independent of x0, such that
∫
Bx0,ρ
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx c4
(
ρ
R
)κ ∫
Bx0,R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx+ c4ρκ (48)
for every x0 ∈ B+ and 0 < ρ  R  Rx0 . We then use this estimate to demonstrate that u ∈
W 1,(p,κ)loc (B+;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (B+;RN×n).
For ﬁxed x0 ∈ B+ , suppose that 0 < ρ  R/2 < R  12 Rx0 , and let y ∈ B+x0, 12 Rx0 . Deﬁne I :
W 1,1(B+y,R ,RN ) → R∗ by I(w) :=
∫
B+y,R gy(|∇wGy |)dx. Let v be a minimizer for I satisfying u − v ∈
W 1,p0 (B+y,R;RN ). We have
∫
B+y,ρ
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx =
∫
B+y,ρ
gy
(|∇vG y |)dx+
∫
B+y,ρ
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx
 Cρn
∥∥gy(|∇vG y |)∥∥L∞(B+y,ρ ) +
∫
B+y,ρ
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx. (49)
Recalling that ρ  R/2, by Theorem 4.3, we have that
∥∥gy(|∇vG y |)∥∥L∞(B+y,ρ )  CRn
∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇vG y |).
Using the above inequality and the fact that I(v) I(u), we get that
Cρn
∥∥gy(|∇vG y |)∥∥L∞(B+y,ρ )  C
(
ρ
R
)n ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇vG y |)dx
 C
(
ρ
R
)n ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx. (50)
Combining (49) and (50) yields
∫
B+y,ρ
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx C
(
ρ
R
)n ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx
+
∫
B+y,ρ
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx. (51)
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∫
B+y,ρ
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx = I1 + I2,
where we have deﬁned
I1 :=
∫
B+y,ρ
{
gy
(∣∣∇uG y∣∣)− gy(|∇vG y |)− ∂
∂ F
gy
(|∇vG y |) : [∇u − ∇v]Gy
}
dx;
I2 :=
∫
B+y,ρ
∂
∂ F
gy
(|∇vG y |) : [∇u − ∇v]Gy dx.
By the convexity of gy , the integrand in I1 is non-negative, so we can expand the domain of integra-
tion to B+y,R and then apply Lemma 3.5 to get
I1 
∫
B+y,R
[
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)]dx. (52)
Now we estimate I2. Since | ∂∂ F gy(|F |)| = g′y(|F |), we ﬁnd that
I2 
∫
B+y,ρ
g′y
(|∇vG y |)∣∣[∇u − ∇v]Gy∣∣dx.
From the above inequality and Lemma 5.1, we obtain
I2  C
∫
B+y,ρ
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− ∂
∂ F
gy
(|∇vG y |) : [∇u − ∇v]Gy
}
dx
= C
[ ∫
By,ρ
gy
(|∇vG y |)dx+ I1
]
 C
[
ρn
∥∥gy(|∇vG y |)∥∥L∞(By,ρ ) + I1],
where I1 is as deﬁned above. Using (50) and (52), we deduce that
I2  C
(
ρ
R
)n ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx+ C
∫
B+y,R
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− g(|∇vG y |)}dx.
Collecting our estimates for I1 and I2, we have so far proven that
∫
B+y,ρ
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx C
(
ρ
R
)n ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx
+ C
∫
B+y,R
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx. (53)
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∫
B+y,R
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx

∫
B+y,R
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)}dx+
∫
B+y,R
{
gy
(∣∣[∇v + A]G∣∣)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx
+ (ωε(R) + ε)
∫
B+y,R
{
gy
(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)+ gy(∣∣[∇v + A]G∣∣)}dx+ Rκ‖νε‖L1,κ + Rn∣∣νε(y)∣∣
= I3 + I4 +
(
ωε(R) + ε
)
I5 + Rκ‖νε‖L1,κ + Rn
∣∣νε(y)∣∣, (54)
where I3, I4, and I5 are deﬁned in the obvious ways. We ﬁrst estimate I3. Note that we have
I3 =
∫
B+y,R
1∫
0
∂
∂ F
gy
(∣∣∇uG + t∇u(Gy − G) + (1− t)AG∣∣) : [∇u(Gy − G) − AG]dt dx

∫
B+y,R
1∫
0
g′y
(
C |∇uG y | + C |A|
)[
C |∇uG y |μ(R) + C |A|
]
dt dx
 Cε
∫
B+y,R
g′y
(
C |∇uG y | + C |A|
)[1
ε
(|∇uG y |μ(R) + |A|)
]
dx
for any 0< ε < 1. Using Lemma 3.1(vi), we obtain
Cε
∫
B+y,R
g′y
(
C |∇uG y | + C |A|
)[1
ε
(|∇uG y |μ(R) + |A|)
]
dx
 Cε
∫
B+y,R
gy
(
C |∇uG y | + C |A|
)
dx+ Cε
∫
B+y,R
gy
(
1
ε
(|∇uG y |μ(R) + |A|)
)
dx.
Since {gy}y∈B+ has uniform (p,q)-structure, there is a constant c such that
g(s) − c  gy(s) cg(s) + c (55)
for all s 0. Using (55) along with parts (iii) and (v) of Lemma 3.1, we ﬁnally get
I3  C
(
ε + μ(R)
εq−1
) ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx+ CcRκ
εq−1
∥∥g(|A|)∥∥L1,κ + CcεRn.
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I4  C
(
ε + μ(R)
εq−1
) ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx+ CcRκ
εq−1
∥∥g(|A|)∥∥L1,κ + CcεRn.
To estimate I5, we use (55), parts (iii) and (v) of Lemma 3.1, and the fact that v minimizes I to obtain
I5  C
∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx+ CcRκ∥∥g(|A|)∥∥L1,κ + CcRn.
Upon substituting the estimates for I3, I4, and I5 into (54), we have∫
B+y,R
{
gy
(|∇uG y |)− gy(|∇vG y |)}dx
 C
(
ε + ωε(R) + με(R)
) ∫
B+y,R
gy
(|∇uG y |)dx+ c1,εRκ + C∣∣νε(y)∣∣Rn, (56)
where we have put με := μ/εq−1 and where c1,ε is a constant that depends on n, p, q, c, ε, and
ωε(1). Using (53)–(56), we deduce that
∫
B+y,ρ
g
(|∇uG y |)dx Cc
((
ρ
R
)n
+ ε + ωε(R) + με(R)
) ∫
B+y,R
g
(|∇uG y |)dx+ c2,εRκ + C∣∣νε(y)∣∣Rn,
(57)
where c2,ε depends on n, p, q, M , ε, c, ωε(1), με(1), ‖g(|A|)‖L1,κ , and ‖νε‖L1,κ .
This inequality is valid for every y in B+
x0,
1
2 Rx0
, so we can integrate (57) over B+x0,ρ with respect to
the center y, which results in
∫
B+x0,ρ
∫
B+y,ρ
g
(|∇uG y |)dxdy  Cc
((
ρ
R
)n
+ ε + ωε(R) + με(R)
) ∫
B+x0,ρ
∫
B+y,R
g
(|∇uG y |)dxdy
+
∫
B+x0,ρ
{
c2,εR
κ + ∣∣νε(y)∣∣Rn}dy. (58)
We estimate the double integral on the left from below using Lemma 3.1(iii):
∫
B+x0,ρ
∫
B+y,ρ
g
(|∇uG y |)dxdy  1
C
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
g
(|∇uGx0 |)χB+y,ρ (x)χB+x0, ρ2 (y)dxdy
 1
C
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
g
(|∇uGx0 |)χB+
x0,
ρ
2
(x)χB+
x0,
ρ
2
(y)dxdy
 ρ
n
C
∫
B+
x0,
ρ
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx. (59)2
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∫
B+x0,ρ
∫
B+y,R
g
(|∇uG y |)dxdy  C
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
g
(|∇uGx0 |)χB+y,R (x)χB+x0,ρ (y)dxdy
 C
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
g
(|∇uGx0 |)χB+x0,R+ρ (x)χB+x0,ρ (y)dxdy
 Cρn
∫
B+x0,2R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx. (60)
For the last integral in (58), we have
∫
B+x0,ρ
{
c2,εR
κ + ∣∣νε(y)∣∣Rn}dy  Cc2,εRn+κ + ‖νε‖L1,κ Rn+κ =: c3,εRn+κ . (61)
Putting our estimates from (59)–(61) into (58) and deﬁning c4 := Cc, we get
∫
B+
x0,
ρ
2
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx c4
((
ρ
R
)n
+ ε + ωε(R) + μ(R)
ε2q−1
) ∫
Bx0,2R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx+ c3,ε Rn+κρn . (62)
We have shown that (62) holds for all 0< ρ  R/2 < R  Rx0/2, and hence
∫
B+x0,ρ
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx c4
((
ρ
R
)n
+ ε + ωε(R) + με(R)
) ∫
B+x0,R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx+ c3,ε Rn+κρn (63)
for all 0 < ρ  R/8 < R  Rx0 . But by enlarging c4 if necessary, we can see that (63) obviously holds
for all 0 < R/8 < ρ  R  Rx0 ; therefore we have that (63) holds for all 0 < ρ  R  Rx0 .
Now we will use Lemma 3.4 to obtain (48). Fix ε∗ := 1/(2c4) 2nn−κ , and deﬁne the function R˜ : B+ →
(0,1] by
R˜(x) = sup
{
R ∈ (0,1− |x|]: ωε∗/2(R) + με∗/2(R) ε∗
2
}
.
Thus, deﬁning c5 := max{c4, c3,ε∗/2}, we have
∫
B+x0,ρ
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx c5
[(
ρ
R
)n
+ ε∗
] ∫
B+x0,R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx+ c5 Rn+κρn
for all 0 < ρ  R  R˜(x0). According to Lemma 3.4, we may now write
∫
B+x ,ρ
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx c6
(
ρ
R
)κ ∫
B+x ,R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx+ c6ρκ0 0
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deﬁne r = supx∈B+{R˜(x)}, then R˜(x0) = min{r,1− |x0|}. Putting c7 := c6/rκ , we have
∫
B+x0,ρ
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx c7
(
ρ
R
)κ ∫
B+x0,R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx+ c7ρκ
for all 0 < ρ  R  1− |x0|. This establishes (48).
Now we use (48) to show u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (B+;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (B+;RN×n). Since g has (p,q)-
structure, we can employ Lemma 3.1(iii) to estimate the left side of (48) from below:
∫
B+x0,ρ
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx 1C
∫
B+x0,ρ
g
(|∇u|)dx. (64)
We also estimate the integral on the right from above. Fix y0 ∈ B+ , and note that g(t) gy0(t)+ g(1)
for all t  0. Using this and Lemma 3.1, we have
∫
B+x0,R
g
(|∇uGx0 |)dx
∫
B+
gy0
(|∇uGx0 |)dx+ Cg(1)
 C
∫
B+
gy0
(∣∣[∇u + A]G∣∣)dx+ C∥∥gy0(|A|)∥∥L1 + Cg(1) =: c8. (65)
Note that c8 < ∞, since
∫
B+ gy0(|[∇u + A]G|)dx = K y0 (u) < ∞. Collecting our estimates in (64) and
(65) into (48), and dividing both sides by ρκ , we ﬁnally arrive at
1
ρκ
∫
B+x0,ρ
g
(|∇u|)dx Cc7c8
(1− |x0|)κ + Cc7
for all 0 < ρ  1− |x0|, where we have taken R = 1− |x0|. But for any U  B+ , we have that 1− |x0|
is bounded away from 0 for all x0 ∈ U . Hence we have that ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (B+;RN×n), which implies that
∇u ∈ Lp,κloc (B+;RN×n). Since u ∈ W 1,1(B+;RN ) and u = 0 on ∂H+ , we can extend u via a negative
reﬂection across ∂H+ and apply the Sobolev–Poincaré inequality to get u ∈ Lp,κloc (B+;RN ). Therefore
u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (B+;RN ), and the proof is complete. 
Using Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we may state the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose the family of functions { f y}y∈B+ , deﬁned on RN×n, is Lg,κ -asymptotically related to a
family {gy}y∈B+ with uniform (p,q)-structure, and let g be as in Deﬁnition 2.7. Suppose also that there is an
L  1 and a function α ∈ L1,κ (B+) such that
f y(F ) Lg
(|F |)+ α(y)
for each y ∈ B+ . Let A ∈ Lg,κ (B+;RN×n) and G ∈ C0(B+;Rn×n) with matrix inverse G−1 ∈ C0(B+;Rn×n)
be given. For each y ∈ B+ , deﬁne J+y :W 1,1(B+;RN ) → R∗ by
J+y (w) :=
∫
+
f y
([∇w + A]G)dx.B
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of trace, and that u is a ( J+y , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer at y for each y ∈ B+ . Then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (B+;RN ) and
∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (B+;RN×n).
Using Theorem 4.2 instead of Theorem 4.3, the following theorem can be established in the same
way as Lemma 5.4.
Theorem 5.1. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open and bounded. Suppose that the family of functions { f y}y∈Ω , deﬁned on
R
N×n, is Lg,κloc -asymptotically related to a family {gy}y∈Ω with uniform (p,q)-structure, and let g be as in
Deﬁnition 2.7. Suppose also that there is an L  1 and a function α ∈ L1,κloc (Ω) such that
f y(F ) Lg
(|F |)+ α(y)
for each y ∈ Ω . Let the mappings A ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω;RN×n) and G ∈ C0(Ω;Rn×n), with matrix inverse G−1 ∈
C0(Ω;Rn×n), be given. For each y ∈ Ω , deﬁne the functional K y :W 1,1(Ω;RN ) → R∗ by
K y[w] :=
∫
Ω
f y
([∇w + A]G)dx.
Let {νε}ε>0 ⊂ L1,κloc (Ω) be given, and suppose that u ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) is a local (K y, {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer
at y for each y ∈ Ω . Then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (Ω;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω;RN×n).
A standard argument may be used to “straighten out” smooth portions of the boundary ∂Ω . Thus
Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 5.1 can be used to prove the following result.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rn is an open and bounded set and that Γ is a C1 portion of ∂Ω . Suppose
also that the family of functions { f y}y∈Ω , deﬁned on RN×n, is Lg,κloc (Ω ∪Γ )-asymptotically related to a family{gy}y∈Ω with uniform (p,q)-structure, where g is as in Deﬁnition 2.7. Suppose that there is an L  1 and a
function α ∈ L1,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ) such that
f y(F ) Lg
(|F |)+ α(y)
for each y ∈ Ω . Let the mappings A ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN×n) and G ∈ C0(Ω ∪ Γ ;Rn×n), with matrix inverse
G−1 ∈ C0(Ω ∪ Γ ;Rn×n), be given. For each y ∈ Ω , deﬁne the functional K y :W 1,1(Ω;RN ) → R∗ by
K y[w] :=
∫
Ω
f y
([∇w + A]G)dx.
Let {νε}ε>0 ⊂ L1,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ) be given. If u ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) satisﬁes u = 0 on Γ and is a (K y, {ωε}, {νε})-
minimizer at y for each y ∈ Ω , then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN×n).
6. Nonhomogeneous functionals
We now use the results from the previous section to show regularity for almost minimizers of
functionals of the form u → ∫
Ω
f (x,∇u)dx.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rn is an open, bounded set and that Γ is a C1 portion of ∂Ω . Let
{νε, ζε}ε>0 ⊂ L1,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ) and u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN ) satisfying ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN ) be given. Suppose
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each ε > 0. Let {gx}x∈Ω be a family of functions with uniform (p,q)-structure, and let the function g be as in
Deﬁnition 2.7. Suppose that f :Ω ×RN×n → R has the following properties:
(i) For each ε > 0, there is a σε ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ) such that∣∣ f (x, F ) − gx(|F |)∣∣< εgx(|F |)
for every x ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n satisfying |F | > σε(x).
(ii) There is an L  1 and a function α ∈ L1,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ) such that∣∣ f (x, F )∣∣ Lg(|F |)+ α(x)
for all x ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n.
(iii) For every x, y ∈ Ω and ε > 0, the inequality
∣∣ f (x, F ) − f (y, F )∣∣ (δ(|x− y|)+ ε)g(|F |)+ ∣∣ζε(x)∣∣+ ∣∣ζε(y)∣∣
holds whenever |F | >min{σε(x),σε(y)}.
Suppose that u ∈ W 1,1(Ω;RN ) is a (K , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer for the functional K :W 1,1(Ω;RN ) → R∗
deﬁned by
K (w) :=
∫
Ω
f (x,∇w)dx,
and that u = u on Γ in the sense of trace. Then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN×n).
Remark 6.1. For any R < ∞, one can impose the condition σε  R without affecting the required
regularity for σε . Hence we see that we need not require any continuity for f (·, F ) when |F | R .
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let v := u − u. It suﬃces to show that v is an almost minimizer for a family of
functionals satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2. For each y ∈ Ω , deﬁne the function f y : RN×n →
R by f y(F ) := f (y, F ), and deﬁne the functional K y : W 1,1(Ω;RN ) → R∗ by
K y(w) :=
∫
Ω
f y(∇w + ∇u)dx.
By (ii), { f y}y∈Ω satisﬁes the growth condition required to use Theorem 5.2, and by (i), we have that
{ f y}y∈Ω is Lg,κloc (Ω ∪Γ )-asymptotically related to the family of functions {gy}y∈Ω , which has uniform
(p,q)-structure.
We will now show that v is a (K y, {γε}, {βε})-minimizer for appropriate choices of {γε}ε>0 and
{βε}ε>0. Let ε > 0 and ϕ ∈ W 1,10 (Ω ∩ By,ρ;RN ) be given. Since u is a (K , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer, we
have
K y(v) K y(v + ϕ) + K (u + ϕ) − K y(v + ϕ) − K (u) + K y(v) +
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{∣∣νε(x)∣∣+ ∣∣νε(y)∣∣}dx
+ (ωε(ρ) + ε)
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{∣∣ f (x,∇u)∣∣+ ∣∣ f (x,∇u + ∇ϕ)∣∣}dx.
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K y(v) K y(v + ϕ) +
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
∣∣ f (x,∇u + ∇ϕ) − f (y,∇u + ∇ϕ)∣∣dx
+
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
∣∣ f (x,∇u) − f (y,∇u)∣∣dx+ ∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{∣∣νε(x)∣∣+ ∣∣νε(y)∣∣}dx
+ (ωε(ρ) + ε)
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{∣∣ f (x,∇u)∣∣+ ∣∣ f (x,∇u + ∇ϕ)∣∣}dx.
Using (ii) and (iii), we see that
∣∣ f (x, F ) − f (y, F )∣∣ Lg(σε(x))+ α(x) + Lg(σε(y))+ α(y)
+ (δ(|x− y|)+ ε)g(|F |)+ ∣∣ζ(x)∣∣+ ∣∣ζ(y)∣∣
for all x, y ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n . Also, using (i), (ii), and Deﬁnition 2.7 we obtain a constant c such that
| f (x, F )| Lg(σ1) + α(x) + 2cgy(|F |) for all (x, F ) ∈ Ω ×RN×n . Using these estimates yields
K y(v) K y(v + ϕ) + c1
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{
βˆε(x) + βˆε(y)
}
dx
+ c1
(
δ(ρ) + ωε(ρ) + ε
) ∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{
gy
(|∇u|)+ gy(|∇u + ∇ϕ|)}dx,
where we have deﬁned βˆε := g(σε) + ζε + b + (ωε(diamΩ) + ε)g(σ1), and where c1 depends on L
and c. Now using Lemma 3.2 and part (iv) of 3.1, we obtain a constant c2 such that
K y(v) K y(v + ϕ) + (γc2ε + c2ε)
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{
f y
(|∇u|)+ f y(|∇u + ∇ϕ|)}dx
+
∫
Ω∩By,ρ
{
βc2ε(x) + βc2ε(y)
}
dx,
where we have put γε := c2(δ +ωε/c′1 ) and βε := c1βˆε + (2L + 1)g(σ1/2)+ 2α. Note that βε ∈ L1,κ (Ω)
and that γε ∈ C0([0,∞)) is nondecreasing and satisﬁes γε(0) = 0. Therefore we can use Theorem 5.2
to deduce that u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)loc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κloc (Ω ∪ Γ ;RN ). 
7. An application to partial differential equations
We now provide an application of our results that establishes Sobolev–Morrey regularity for weak
solutions of partial differential equations. The strategy for the proof is to show that the solution u
is a ( J , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer for some appropriate J , {ωε}ε>0, and {νε}ε>0 so that we can apply
Theorem 6.1.
Theorem 7.1. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open and bounded with C1 boundary. Suppose that u ∈ W 1,p(Ω;RN ) satisﬁes
∇u ∈ Lg,κ (Ω;RN×n). Let {gx}x∈Ω be a family of functions with uniform (p,q)-structure, and let g be as in
Deﬁnition 2.7. Suppose that A :Ω ×RN×n → RN×n and h :Ω ×RN×n → RN satisfy the following properties.
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p(q−1)
p−1 ,κ (Ω) with 0 κ < n such that for every x ∈ Ω ,∣∣∣∣A(x, F ) − ∂∂ F gx
(|F |)∣∣∣∣< εg′x(|F |)
whenever F ∈ RN×n satisﬁes |F | > σε(x).
(ii) There is a constant L  1 and a function α ∈ L pp−1 ,κ (Ω) such that
∣∣A(x, F )∣∣ L|F |q−1 + α(x) and
∣∣h(x, F )∣∣ L[gx(|F |)] p−1p + α(x)
for all x ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n.
(iii) There are families {ζε}ε>0 ⊂ L1,κ (Ω) and {τε}ε>0 ⊂ Lg,κ (Ω), along with a nondecreasing δ ∈
C0([0,∞)) satisfying δ(0) = 0, such that∣∣gx(|F |)− gy(|F |)∣∣ (δ(|x− y|)+ ε)g(|F |)+ ζε(x) + ζε(y)
for all x, y ∈ Ω and F ∈ RN×n such that |F |min{τε(x), τε(y)}.
Suppose that u ∈ u + W 1,p0 (Ω;RN ) is such that g(|∇u|) ∈ L1(Ω), and also satisﬁes∫
Ω
A(x,∇u) : ∇ϕ dx =
∫
Ω
h(x,∇u) · ϕ dx (66)
whenever ϕ ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω;RN ) and g(|∇ϕ|) ∈ L1(Ω). Then u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κ (Ω;RN×n).
Proof. Deﬁne f :Ω ×RN×n by f (x, F ) := gx(|F |). Let the functional J :W 1,1(Ω;RN ) → R∗ be deﬁned
by J (w) = ∫
Ω
f (x,∇u)dx. In order to use Theorem 6.1, the only nontrivial thing to show is that u is
an almost minimizer for J . With this end in mind, ﬁx x0 ∈ Ω , 0 < ε < 1 and 0 < ρ < diam(Ω),
and let ϕ ∈ W 1,10 (Ω ∩ Bx0,ρ ,RN ) be given. If g(|∇ϕ|) /∈ L1(Ω), then using Lemma 3.2, we see that
the inequality in (4) is trivially satisﬁed. So we may assume that g(|∇ϕ|) ∈ L1(Ω). For convenience,
deﬁne v := u+ϕ . Then using the deﬁnitions of J and f and the fact that ∇u = ∇v outside Ω ∩Bx0,ρ ,
we have that
J (u) − J (v) =
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
{
gx
(|∇u|)− gx(|∇v|)+ ∂
∂ F
gx
(|∇u|) : [∇v − ∇u]}dx
−
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
∂
∂ F
gx
(|∇u|) : [∇v − ∇u]dx.
By the convexity of gx for each x, the ﬁrst integral on the right is less than or equal to zero, and
therefore, using (66), we have that
J (u) − J (v)−
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
∂
∂ F
gx
(|∇u|) : [∇v − ∇u]dx
= −
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
{
∂
∂ F
gx
(|∇u|)− A(x,∇u)} : [∇v − ∇u]dx− ∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
h(x,∇u) · (v − u)dx
= I1 + I2,
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ﬁrst, which we do by splitting Ω ∩ Bx0,ρ into the set on which |∇u|  σε (call this set S and the
corresponding integral I1,S ), and the set on which |∇u| > σε (call this set T and the corresponding
integral I1,T ). Using Young’s inequality and the growth conditions on A given in (ii), we obtain
I1,S  cε
∫
S
(
g′x(σε) + Lσ q−1ε + α
) p
p−1 dx+ ε
∫
S
|∇ϕ|p dx.
Without loss of generality, we may assume σε(x) 1 for all x. By Lemma 3.1(i), we have that g′x(σε)
qgx(σε)/σε , and so by Lemma 3.1(iii) and Deﬁnition 2.7, we see that g′x(σε) qcg(1)σ
q−1
ε . Inserting
this inequality into the previous estimate and using Lemma 3.1(iv) on the second integrand, we see
that
I1,S  c1,ε
∫
S
{
σ
p(q−1)
p−1
ε + α
p
p−1
}
dx+ c2ε
∫
S
gx
(|∇ϕ|)dx, (67)
where c1,ε depends on p, q, c, L, and g(1), and c2 depends on c and g(1).
To estimate I1,T , we employ assumption (i) and Lemma 3.1(vi), which gives
I1,T  ε
∫
T
g′x
(|∇u|)|∇ϕ|dx Cε ∫
T
{
gx
(|∇u|)+ gx(|∇ϕ|)}dx. (68)
Using Lemma 3.1(v) and combining (67) and (68) gives
I1  c1,ε
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
{
σ
p(q−1)
p−1
ε + α
p
p−1
}
dx+ c3ε
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
{
gx
(|∇u|)+ gx(|∇v|)}dx.
Now we will estimate I2. Using Young’s and Poincaré’s inequalities, we obtain
I2  ε
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
∣∣h(x,∇u)∣∣ pp−1 dx+ cερ p
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
|∇ϕ|p dx.
Using the growth condition on h given in (iii) and Lemma 3.1(iv), we have
I2  Cε
∫
Ω∩Bx0 ,ρ
{
L
p
p−1 gx
(|∇u|)+ α pp−1 }dx+ c′ερ p
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
{
gx
(|∇u|)+ 1}dx.
Therefore, upon collecting our estimates for I1 and I2, we have that
I1 + I2  c′1,ε
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
{
σ
p(q−1)
p−1
ε + α
p
p−1
}
dx+ (c′ερ p + c3ε)
∫
Ω∩Bx0,ρ
{
gx
(|∇u|)+ gx(|∇v|)}dx.
Taking ωε(ρ) := c′ε/c3ρ p and νε := c′1,ε/c3(σ
p(q−1)
p−1
ε/c3
+α pp−1 ), we see that νε ∈ L1,κ (Ω), ωε ∈ C0([0,∞)),
and ωε(0) = 0. Recalling the deﬁnition of f , we conclude that
J (u) − J (v) (ωc3ε(ρ) + c3ε)
∫
Ω∩Bx ,ρ
{∣∣ f (x,∇u)∣∣+ ∣∣ f (x,∇v)∣∣}dx+ ∫
Ω∩Bx ,ρ
∣∣νc3ε(x)∣∣dx,
0 0
K. Fey, M. Foss / J. Differential Equations 246 (2009) 4519–4551 4551and hence u is a ( J , {ωε}, {νε})-minimizer at x0. Since x0 ∈ Ω was arbitrary, we deduce from Theo-
rem 6.1 that u ∈ W 1,(p,κ)(Ω;RN ) and ∇u ∈ Lg,κ (Ω;RN ). 
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